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Union steps free of charge to students
Stairs to be rebuilt
for the fourth time
By Ken Fortier
For The Maine Campus
Many students have noticed
construction workers tearing
down the Memorial Union
steps for a fourth time last
week. Demolition began Oct. 1
on what was to be reconstruction of the Union's exterior
stairway facing the back
entrance of Fogler Library.
The steps, which Memorial
Manager
Project
Union
William Charland estimated to
cost $20,000 - $30,000, were
deemed unacceptable by both
the university and the architect,
Harriman Associates, since the
previous completion.
"The stairway has several
minor inconsistencies, such as
dimensional errors, which
made the entrance unacceptable
to code," Charland said.
D.L. Poulin, the contractor
responsible for the project, has
hired a subcontractor to build
forms and lay stairs appropriate
to university specifications,
and the old stairway is being
demolished.
There are strict requirements
for exterior stairs.
"The contractors have had
incredible difficulty with these
steps," Charland said. "Under
terms of contract, D.L. Poulin
has to provide remedies for the
correction of defective work
regardless of how many times it
takes to complete the job."

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
on Wednesday, Oct. 2.
Union
Memorial
of
Two construction workers proceed to demolish the stairs leading to the dining room
"The number one thing for
people to understand is that the
students who are paying for a
great amount of this project are
only paying once for this job to
get done," Charland said.
The three previous stairways
had many problems, breaking
various university and life safety code standards. The university's tight standards quickly
condemned the Union stair-

ways each time.
"The concrete work was
rougher than you might
expect," Charland said.
The steps were of poor quality, many of the steps were
uneven, causing distinct problems with consistency across
each stair.
"[Each step] has to be consistent with each other to a
fraction of an inch," Charland

said.
The platform on the top of
the stairway sloped in the
wrong direction, according to
Charland. Although inconspicuous, this incorrect slope would
have created significant problems with rain and ice.
"Since the stairs are construed of hand-placed concrete,
there will be errors," Charland
said, "but this stairway was

simply unacceptable."
Dimensional problems
and the overall quality of concrete work contributed to the
university's disapproval.
"D.L. Poulin has disputed up
to [the point of] construction on
whether they should be
required to do it," Charland
said. "They may be doing it
See STEPS on page 3

UM President speaks on state of the university
Peter S. Hoff addresses students and staff about enrollment and funding increases
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
University of Maine President
Peter Hoff delivered his State of
the University address at Minsky
Hall in front of a crowd of more
than 100 people on Tuesday.
Hoff first pointed out the
increased enrollment at UMaine.
Since arriving at the university,
enrollment has increased by
roughly 2,000 students, Hoff said.
In 1997 enrollment was at 9,213
students, the number has grown to
11,299 students. Hoff also noted
that this year's freshman class is
the largest since 1997.
One of the university's goals is
the 11,000/1,100 plan. The plan is
for UMaine to have 11,000 stu-

dents enrolled with an average
SAT score of 1,100, Hoff said.
"This year 81 students in our
entering class finished either number one or number two in their
high school class," Hoff said,"and
that's more of Maine's valedictorians and salutatorians entering
UMaine than entered Bowdoin,
Bates and Colby combined."
A major issue concerning the
university has been state funding
for higher education, Hoff said.
He illustrated that in 1967, 15.2
percent of the state's total budget
was spent on higher education.
Since that time it has declined to
seven percent.
Hoff considered the money
received for research and development to be a bright spot for the

university.
Economic
Maine
The
Improvement Fund was created in
1998 due to the efforts of a group

"This year 81 students in our entering class finished
either number one
or number two
in their high
school class."
called the "Faculty Five," which
help bring research and development money to UMaine. The fund
has grown from $400,000 a year to

the $8 million received this year.
This money, combined with the
$50.2 million of external funding,
places UMaine at the halfway
point toward their goal of $100
million in funds per year.
The money received goes to
projects such as the renovations of
Aubert and Lord Hall, as well as
Fogler Library.
Hoff cited the university's
progress was comparable to that of
the University of Connecticut.
Since Umaine has started its renovation, UConn has spent over half
a billion dollars on the same items.
His next point was to make
UMaine a "post 9-11" school.
"This means many things. It
means recognizing that our country was not the only entity to come

under attack," Hoff said. "Citizens
of more than 80 nations perished
in the World Trade towers. Since
universities are the world's best
repositories and transmitters of
those values, universities must
fight back and do what they do
best — educating citizens of the
world to think rationally and live
with the highest ethical and social
values."
The final point in his speech
was to increase and celebrate
diversity on campus.
"We need to model the best
practices and inspire the rest of our
state to follow them," Hoff said.
He concluded by stating that
the university has grown over it's
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Police continue hunt for sniper
in Washington area
Many parents kept their children home from school Tuesday
and police promised to stand
guard at schools for at least the
week, as
the
of
rest
residents
Washington-area
grappled with the growing fear
that an elusive sniper prowling
the streets would soon strike
again.
Six people have been killed
and two others wounded in separate attacks since Oct. 2. All of
the targets appeared to be randomly chosen, and each victim
has been struck with a single,
high-powered bullet shot from a
distance of at least 100 yards,
authorities said.
A coalition of federal, state
and local police has been
unable to pinpoint a suspect or
suspects in the shootings. And
despite what police call "several positive leads," the killer
remains at large, fostering panic
among residents. The most
recent target in the shooting
spree was a 13-year-old boy
who was shot in the chest and
critically wounded as he arrived
at school Monday in Prince
Georges County, Md.
Prince Georges police found
a spent shell about 140 yards
from where the boy was standing when he was shot. That
finding was hailed as an important piece of evidence, since it
is the first shell to be discovered
at any of the crime scenes in
Maryland, the District of
Columbia and Virginia.
Manual trains airline crews
to fend off attackers
By a loting self-defense
techniques to the confinements
of an airplane three Dallas-Fort
Worth area residents say they
have developed a manual to
teach pilots and crew members
effective combat methods.
-WM& it boils down to is
this: These techniques are capable of taking someone down in
a closed or confined space, and
they work," said Tommy
Hamilton, a police lieutenant
with the Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport Department of Public
Safety.
The l 86-page manual is the
brainchild of three former mili-

tary officers. Hamilton has
experience on airport SWAT,
sniper and hostage-negotiation
teams. Michael Regan of the
North Central Texas Council of
Governments was a senior
police training coordinator. And
Mark Bogosian was a U.S. Air
Force special-operations officer
and is now a pilot for a major
airline.
The details of the manual are
intended to be seen only by
pilots and flight attendants, the
authors say.
Native Americans protest university's telescope
Apache elders from Arizona
arrived in St. Paul, Minn.
Monday night for a week of
protests leading up to the
University of Minnesota's likely decision to join the controversial Mount Graham telescope project in Arizona's
Pinaleno Mountains.
Interim President Robert
Bruininks has endorsed the deal
to join, and it now only needs
an OK from the university's
governing Board of Regents,
which meets Thursday and
Friday.
The telescope will be one of
the world's most powerful and
university astronomers, who
desperately want the deal, have
waited 20 years for such an
opportunity. They think it could
push their program to the forefront of their field. The university will pay for its share with a
$5 million gift from Hubbard
Broadcasting.
But San Carlos Apaches living near Mount Graham and
other Indians hold sacred the
mountains' high peaks, which
are also the chosen site of the
8.6-acre observatory being built
by the University of Arizona.
Opponents, who include
American Indian student groups
and faculty, the Minnesota
Indian Affairs Council and
well-known American Indian
activists such as Winona
LaDuke and Clyde Bellecourt,
point to the strong moral statement that the state's premier
institution of higher education
can make if it pulls out in favor
of respecting religious, cultural
and even ecological concerns.
Knight
Compiled from
Ridder Tribune News Service.

HELP WANTED!
LABREE'S BAKERY
Part-time Janitors
Saturdays 7am-3:30pm
Basic Cleaning
Apply at 184 Gilman Falls Ave.
Old Town 827-6121

Police
By Cate Tiller
Staff Reporter
Thursday, Oct. 4, 12:31 a.m.,
Cumberland Hall — An officer
was assisting a Resident Assistant
with a walk-through when he
heard loud noise coming from a
room. He asked the occupants to
quiet down, at which point they
invited him inside. Upon entering the room, the officer saw
individuals with cans in their
hands and smelled a strong odor
of marijuana. The resident gave
consent for the officer to search
the room. In doing so, the officer
found a half-gallon liquor bottle
that had been modified to make a
water bong. There were also two
bottles of vodka, one inside a
backpack. The cans the occupants were holding were 12 oz.
beer cans. Inside a wooden box
in a desk, another bong was
found as well as a sprig of manjuana. As a result, David Parrott,
18, of Orono, was charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia
and illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor. Ian Waters. 19, and

UMaine
Public Safety

James Redstone, 18, both of
Orono, also were charged with
illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor.
Thursday, Oct. 4, 2 a.m., Hart
Hall — Residents called Public
Safety when they heard the sound
of glass smashing. When the
officer arrived, it turned out that
someone had punched two holes
in the entry door and there was a
blood trail leading up to the
fourth floor. They are continuing
the investigation and ask that if
students have any information to
call Public Safety.
Thursday, Oct. 4, 2 p.m.,
Somerset Hall — Residents
reported seeing and hearing a
navy blue vehicle with dealership
plates circle repeatedly hrough
the Somerset lot and on to
Rangely Road. The driver, recognized by witnesses to be a resident of Somerset, was accelerating excessively before pulling on
the e-brake and going into spins.
Public Safety talked with local
dealerships and was able to iden-

tify the driver as Jared Jandreau,
18. He had taken the vehicle on a
"test drive." Jandreau was summonsed for unnecessary noise,
made by Inc squealing tires.
Friday, Oct. 5, Penobscot Hall
— An officer walking through
the building saw people coming
in and out of a third-floor room,
holding beers and dancing in the
hallway. The office told the resident of the room that he had
already seen the alcohol. The
resident claimed ownership of the
beer and let him in. At that point,
the officer saw a beer can on the
floor and several others around
the room. The occupants denied
that there was any other alcohol,
but the officer continued his
search. He found Absolut Citron,
Captain Morgan's and more full
cans of beer. The resident, Ben
Janaitis, 18. of Orono, was summonsed for possession of alcohol
by a minor. The others were
referred to Judicial Affairs.
Saturday, Oct. 6, 2:23 a.m.,
Flagstaff Road — An officer
noticed a male urinating on the
side of the sculpture barn. He was
carrying a backpack and
appeared to be highly intoxicated. When asked if he had any
alcohol with him, the individual
turned over a can of Bud Light
beer. Shaun West, 18, of Orono
was charged with illegal possession of alcohol by a minor.

HOFF from page 1
130 years of educating students
and that it will continue along with
its original message.
"Over the past 137 years, the
job has grown and the challenges
have become more formidable, but
so have our abilities to meet those
challenges. We are up to the task

because we have the brain power
and the resolve," Hoff said.
For the first time. Hoff's speech
could be heard over the Internet
by those not in attendance. A transcript of the address also can be
obtained from the UMaine Web
site.

Niake a
contribution h)
life after death.
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CAMPUS PHOlo • At ICIA MANCUSO
President Hoff gives his annual State of the University
address at Minsky Hall. He gave a slide presentation discussing construction on campus, the budget and enrollment
in the university.
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Chancellor suggests schools merge
Westphal faces opposition of plan to merge technical schools with UMS
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
University of Maine System
Chancellor Joseph Westphal
recently suggested a plan during
the last Board of Trustees meeting
that involves merging Maine's
secondary education system.
According to UMS spokesman
John Diamond, only informal discussions have been held at this
point between Westphal, the governor and other legislators.
"As [the chancellor] views it,
he wasn't putting it out as any
kind of formal proposal so much
as giving his personal opinion,"
Diamond said in a recent article in
the Portland Press Herald.
Westphal's plan entails combining UMS,the Maine Technical
College System and Maine
Maritime Academy under a single

governing Board of Trustees.
This would abolish competition
between the systems.
According to Westphal, this
plan would provide students with
more educational opportunities, as
well as allow for better use of
resources and money. Current
programs at some of the universities and technical colleges would
be combined, according to
Westphal.
"It makes sense for Maine,"
Westphal said at the BUT meeting.
The plan would provide students with greater opportunity to
find an academic program that
suits their expectations, Westphal
said.
"The most important interest of
the[new single] board would be to
benefit the students," Westphal
said.

Student Senate Notes

Diamond,
to
According
fourCollege's
Lewiston-Auburn
runremain
would
year programs
of
University
the
ning through
protwo-year
Its
Maine.
Southern
grams would be associated with
Central Maine Technical College
in Auburn. Also, the University
College of Bangor's four-year
programs would continue to be
run as part of the University of
Maine at Augusta system. Its twoyear programs would be associated with Eastern Maine Technical
College in Bangor.
Some opposition to the plan
has already been voiced by John
of
president
Fitzsimmons,
Maine's Technical College
System. In a Thursday, Sept. 26
Bangor Daily News article,
Fitzsimmons said he was "quite
suspect whether ... a merger
would make it better for Maine in

the future."
"This is the very time in Maine
that we need to be talking about
getting more people into higher
education," Fitzsimmons said.
"We'd spend the next four or five
years buried in all the issues surrounding the merger rather than
spending time increasing access to
higher education."
Fitzsimmons claims the present system has never worked better. He said transferring credits
from technical colleges to the universities is working fine.
—To now dissolve a system that
is very effective and doing a good
job for Maine and [put] all the
administrative energy into merging won't address Maine's fundamental need, which is to get more
people into higher education,"
Fitzsimmons said.
Fitzsimmons said he is con-

cerned that with a merge of UMS,
the technical colleges would not
get the significant presence they
need.
"One board trying to meld us
together may not understand the
importance of a two-year college
mission, which can be distinctly
different than a four-year mission," he said.
"Change is very threatening for
a lot of people and something that
they feel very uncomfortable
with," Westphal said.
He said that a lot of the opposition stems from not wanting to fix
something that is not broken.
Yet, according to Westphal,
"The issue is not if it's broken, but
whether you can make it better."
"It's only an idea at this point
in time," Westphal said. "But it
would be important for the state to
really consider it."

STEPS from
page 1
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SOLD program leads the way in seminar
Student leaders taught teamwork and to "harness the power" of their group
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
Students will soon have the
opportunity to participate in a
series of workshops to gain leadership skills. The University of
Maine's Student Organization
Leader
Development
and
leadsponsoring
be
will
Program
all
seminars
construction
ership
the
"Harnessing
semester.
Power of Your Group" was held
Tuesday in Memorial Union's
Coe Lounge as part of the series.
"It's important for everyone
to develop their leadership abilities," Sheri Cousins, director of
SOLD,said. "It's our social duty
to develop ourselves the best we
can; it's really our basic responsibility as a human being."
"The University of Maine is
the flagship state university. We
are preparing the [future] leaders
of the state," Kristin Powell,
graduate assistant for SOLD,
said. "It's important students are
exposed to skill-building and

reflective questions on leadership."
Powell described the series as
a "buffet where students may
pick and choose what they'd like
to learn more about and drop in
when they can."
"Education and leadership is a
huge part of being successful in a
classroom, not only as a student
but as a future teacher as well,"
Casey Leighton, secondary education major, said.
Powell touched on a variety
of topics relating to teams and
ways to effectively manage a
group setting.
"Everybody's different on a
team," Powell said. "With a
team, everyone's going to come
up with their own ideas or
thoughts and that's OK."
Powell described a team as a
group of about 12 people who
are "coming together with a
common purpose in a collaborative effort to reach a goal."
According to Powell, the
characteristics that make a good

team include communication,
contributions from every team
member, success at achieving
goals and an overall learning
experience.
Powell suggested teams be
aware of their group's message
in order to work effectively
together.
"If you ask some groups on
campus, they can't tell you
exactly what they're about or
what they're mission is," Powell
said. "Actually having that discussion in the beginning will
allow your team to set its goals
right off."
According to Powell, there
are three roles that must be established for a team to work best.
First is the facilitator, the person
who acts as the protector,
encourager or summarizer.
Second is the project manager,
the planner, commitment organizer and confronter. Last is the
boundary manager, the external
liaison, informer, permissionseeker or advertiser.

"Any chance you can get to
let everybody on the team know
they all have different roles, the
better it will be for the team,"
Cousins said.
According to Powell, situations without a designated leader
may benefit a team.
"Sometimes the absence of
leadership facilitates leaders,"
Powell said. "Because when no
one's taking the lead, then someone else steps up."
"It's not a bad thing to educate a group you're in to let
them know the things that need
to be done in the group,"
Cousins said.
"It's good to give people the
freedom to be a leader when they
want to lead," Powell said.
Powell suggested the most
important thing a leader can do
for his or her team is to specify
the end but not the means.
"It's OK to tell people where
they should end up," Powell
said,"but not to tell them how to
get there."

Cousins added that this is
what leadership is all about —
working with other people.
"One major goal of these
seminars is for people to be
ready [to lead] and really have
developed the skills they need to
be prepared if a leadership situation should arise," Cousins
said.
Cousins said that leadership
happens everywhere and especially on a college campus.
"It's important to make a
difference," Cousins said.
"Who better than college students?"
As part of the series of seminars for student leaders, SOLD
will sponsor two more seminars.
"Being a Visionary Leader" will
be held Monday, Nov. 4 and
"Motivation: keeping your
group together" will be held
Tuesday, Dec. 3. Both seminars
will run from 4 - 5 p.m. in the
Coe Lounge at Memorial Union.
For more information, call
581-4183.

Career Center aids students in their job searches
By Vrishali Javeri
For The Maine Campus
Are you looking for a job
for after you graduate, or perhaps an internship during the
summer? Or are you not sure
about which major is right for
If you are seeking
you?
answers to these questions or
many more regarding career
choices, head to the Career

Center on the third floor of
Memorial Union.
"The Career Center can
help students to decide their
major, it can help students gain
experience through internship
and co-op opportunities, find
jobs after graduation or help
the students find the right
graduate school" Patricia
Counihan, director of the
Career Center, said.

Whether you are a freshman, a senior or a graduate
student the Career Center can
help you.
The center offers many
services to students at the university. These include help
with job searches, interviews,
cover letter and resume critiques, a campus recruiting
program, job fairs and career
counseling. These services are

offered through workshops and
individual counseling sessions.
Counihan said the workshop series for this semester is
almost over and there will be
another series next semester.
This upcoming series will
include one about career
opportunities for students in
Liberal Arts and Sciences,
which will be offered sometime in February.

CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA MADDOCK
center has to offer.
the
Sherry Treworgy, associate director of the Career Center talks to first-year students about what

Other resources include the
Career Resource Library, the
Maine Mentor program and the
interactive Career Center Web
at
site
www.ume.maine.edui—career.
In fact, the Web site is the first
introduction to the Career
Center for many students. The
site has links to other
Bear
resources including
Traks, the UMaine version of
database
online
the
Monster.com. You can register
online to use Bear Traks.
While the Web site is a
good first introduction to the
Career Center, the Career
Resource Library can give students more comprehensive
information about a particular
career, Counihan said.
"For example, on the Web
site there may be just a few
paragraphs about careers for
music majors but our library
will have a book on that subject," Counihan said.
Another resource is the
Maine Mentor program. Run
by Paul Gagnon, assistant
director of the Career Center,
the program is a collaboration
between the UMaine Alumni
Association and the Career
Center.
UMaine alumni who have
volunteered for the program
discuss their careers and experiences and can answer questions that students may have
about a particular job. This
program offers a wealth of
information to students and
can help them in their job
to
search,
according
Counihan.
The next time you are in the
Union be sure to check out the
Career Center and what it has
to offer.
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Orono ups PD patrolling, party noise decreases
By Kristin Saunders
Staff Reporter
The Orono Police Department
has added patrolmen on Friday and
Saturday nights to quiet partying
students. The extra patrolmen were
added two weeks ago,following the
assault on Michael Curtis on Sept.
21.
Two to four additional officers
are patrolling on weekend nights.
The extra officers have been
patrolling the lower Main Street and

Webster Park areas of Orono more
frequently, areas that have been
known for partying activity, Sgt
Bob Bryant of the Orono Police
Department said.
The additional officers have had
an impact, Bryant said. He said he
thinks the extra officers and the
assault on Curtis have raised students' awareness of the community.
"We are seeing that it has quieted down," Bryant said.
University of Maine students are
still enjoying their weekend parties

despite the extra officers, but they
have been under control,Bryant said.
"I'm still seeing parties," Bryant
said."But students are more aware."
One off-campus student said she
didn't feel the additional officers
would keep students from partying
on weekends.
"If there is any effect the additional officers will have,it will make
parties quieter and smaller,"
Michelle Dubard, a second-year
international affairs major, said.
"But I don't think that the extra

patrolmen will keep college kids
from partying."
Other students agreed with
Dubard.
"The[OPD]may bust more parties, but not prevent them," Josh
Vance, a second-year art education
major, said. "People are in college."
"I think it's a little too early to
gauge," Bryant said. "I think it has
quieted down."
According to Bryant, the Orono
Town Council and police chief will
have to decide how long the extra

patrolmen will continue.
The OPD has been in contact
with UMaine Public Safety and
assists both sides to resolve problems, Bryant said.
"We have been communicating
together," Bryant said. "We are
sharing information."
"I think by using both agencies,
because we are in the same jurisdiction of the Orono area, we come in
contact with the same people,"
Bryant said."It helps both sides perform our jobs much easier."

WORD
of MOUTH
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Who is this man?
"Alan Greenspan."
—Christine Battencourt
Second year

"I don't know."
—Brian Manzel
First year

"There are actually people who
don't know who that is?"
—Jon Elcewicz
Third year

"Dad?!?"
—Ben Flood
Forth year

"President Hoff... isn't his first
name Peter?"
—Eric DeGrass
Second year

Staar Club
Si DRAFTS are back!
New pool table, fooshall and
darts!
Open Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
from 4 p.m. until midnight!!
Thursday: Faculty Night with free food 4-8 p.m.
Friday: Greek Night
Saturday: Penny Jello Shots
We're newly remodeled and in the
basement of the University Inn.

We strictly enforce the legal drinking age of 21.
We can accomodate private parties of up to 50 people.
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N)IDL-ers Frnto
One UMaine student encounters England
By Julia Hall
Correspondence
Reporter

An apple a day ...
In England, you are
required to register with a
doctor in order to receive
prompt medical care. Since I
didn't want to find myself in a
medical emergency with no
doctor in Sunderland, I
trudged out to the nearest doctor/surgeon with two friends
to register. We filled out some
paperwork and were told to
come back in a few days for a
general health checkup.
We arrived early and were
greeted by the tiniest waiting
room there ever was. All the
seats, which were squeezed
close together, were filled
with miserable looking people
all hunched over with the
same mundane expression on
their faces. Twenty pairs of
glazed-over eyes swiveled
as we
towards the door
walked in. It was so creepy it
was almost funny.
I think it's a universal constant that you have to wait at
least half an hour to see the
doctor, no matter what country
you are in. But the wait is not
always as interesting as this
one was. During our wait, six
Chinese students who could
barely speak English tried to
register, the lights went out
then came back on, several
people, including myself were
called in and promptly sent
back with confused apologies
from the receptionist. Then
one of the Chinese students
started mocking the receptionist. Snorts and partially suppressed giggles escaped from
every corner of the room.
We were finally called in to

CAMPUS PHOTOS • JULIA HALE
A view of downtown Leeds, England.
see the nurse and my two
friends and I went in together,
still laughing. We answered
some general questions and
had our blood pressure taken.
Once again, the lights went
out and the blood pressure
machine could not detect a
pulse on one of my friends. As
we left, we couldn't get the
door to the office open.
"Just give the door a kick,
girls," the nurse said.
We did as we were told and
were finally done with it. I

don't think I've ever had more
fun going to the doctor's. But
here's a real kick in the head
— I went there completely
healthy and left with a cold. I
blame the receptionist.

School daze ...
Universities in the United
Kingdom are very laid back,
or perhaps disorganized, when
it comes to getting students
signed up for classes. You can
attend classes here without

I think it's a universal constant that you
have to wait at least half an hour to
see the doctor, no matter what country
you are in. But the wait is not always
as interesting as this one was.
actually being registered. This
was a shock to me coming
from a university where you
sign up for classes a semester
ahead of time. Here, you have

about three weeks to choose
your classes and changing
them is not a big hassle like it
is in the U.S. And I've heard
that even if you never sign up

situated on the edge of the city of Leeds.
Left: The Museum Gardens in York, England. Right: St. George's Church and Crypt
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"LIFE IN ENGLAND GETS MORE INTERESTING BY THE DAY,
FROM GETTING A CHECK-UP AT THE DOCTOR'S, TO SIGNING UP
FOR CLASSES, TO TRAVELING AROUND THE BRITISH ISLES, IT'S
DEFINITELY AN ADVENTURE."
for a class, if you've paid your
tuition and the professor sees
that you have attended lectures and done the course
work, you can get credit.
One of the drawbacks to
being so laid back when it
comes to courses is that some
people have trouble finding
classes. Although, I was lucky
and I got all the classes I
wanted. Some of my friends
went two weeks without a full
schedule because the classes
they had signed up for didn't
exist. However, it all eventually worked out for everyone
and now, almost a month into
the semester, everyone is,
ahem, busy with studying.
The classes are set up a little bit differently in England.
For starters, classes are called
modules, professors are lecturers and scheduling is a bit
random. Instead of having the
same class at the same time on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, you could have a lecture on Monday morning, a
seminar on Thursday afternoon, and another decture
sometime on Friday. Ifost
modules are split up into lectures and seminars that
require of reading ahead of
time, but all in all, there is a
lot less homework over here.
Don't be too jealous.
But at the end of the day,
school is school, and getting
into a routine feels more
familiar than I would have
thought.

Hitting the road ...
Traveling is made very easy
in Europe, and while I'm here
I plan to do a lot of it. The
International
for
Center
Education at the University of
Sunderland hosts day trips for
students to different places in
the UK and abroad. So far,
I've gone to Leeds and York.
Leeds was the first trip, and
while there wasn't a whole lot
to see, it was nice to get out of
Sunderland for the day.
Something Leeds can definitely boast about is its art gallery.
While small, it has a very nice
collection of impressionist and
modern art. My group and I
spent two hours lost in the
paintings there. We also saw
St. George's Church and Crypt
and walked through the Leeds
outdoor market, which looks
like the biggest flea market
you have ever seen.
York was a bit more exciting. This time we had our own
personal tour guide — a real
live Yorkshireman. His name
is Rory, he lives next door and
has been singing York's prais-

Top: The town hall in the
city of Leeds.
Bottom: Situated in the heart
of historic York, York
Minster is the largest Gothic
Cathedral in northern
Europe.

es since we met him. So we
had him meet up with us outside of York Minster, the
largest Gothic cathedral in
northern Europe. It is probably the most beautiful building
I've seen since I got here.
Looking at the church is a
strAin on the neck — it is
gigantic. The architecture is
interesting, but it was so big I
couldn't get all of it into one
picture. The inside of York
Minster is just as gorgeous as
the outside, especially the tall
stained-glass windows.
We also visited the Museum
Gardens, the York Dungeons
and the York Brewery. It was a
busy day, but the sights were
well worth it.
Well, that's all I've got in
store for you this week. I hope
you've enjoyed reading about
life in England — I sure am
enjoying living it.

Universities in the UK are very laid back — or shall I say, disorganized — when it comes to getting students signed up for classes. The classes are set up a little bit differently in England. For
starters, classes are called modules, professors are lecturers and
scheduling is a bit random.
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Allen's war
policy

Simple parking
solutions

Passive containment

Why don't we just pave over
Bumstock Field? Heck, why not
turn the Mall into a parking
garage? Who needs green grass
anyway?
As has been the issue for several years, parking is once again a
problem on this campus. With no
limits on the number of parking
permits sold, the university has
once again left students, residential and commuter alike, as well
as faculty and staff scurrying for
empty parking spaces. The only
way to end this seemingly endless parking dilemma is public
transportation.
But with programs like the
Green Bikes in limited view this
semester and Public Safety shutting down the Mr. Nice Guy Taxi
service, it could be very difficult
for students to alleviate their
Well it happened. I learned
parking woes unless we begin to
put a limit on the number of vehi- something in a class that could
actually have real world implicacles allowed on campus.
The obvious solution would tions. I'm not saying that what
we learn day after day in class is
be to introduce a policy which
useful — we are paying big
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that I would
something
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firstg
the country by prohibitin
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this
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to
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whole
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time
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limit local
using public transportation, No more blind dates, no more
which is already provided as a heart breaks and no more
free service to UMaine students.
The Bus offers service to Orono,
Old Town, Veazie and much of
the greater Bangor area. If utilized, this service could provide a
practical resolution to parking
•Political agendas
issues, while at the same time,
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Mom and dad know best

How to solve the world's dating quagmires
cash, you'll be calling home to
see if they have decided your
JENNIFER
whole future. The benefits to this
GUNDERSEN
system are limitless.
I know almost everyone has a
class where they spend the
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Well Ms. Joyce, what in the
world do you think Saddam
Hussein is planning to do? Do you
remember he gassed thousands of
his country's men, women and
children? Do you remember seeing those dead bodies laying on
the ground and the mother's holding their children in death.
Saddam will not hesitate to
gas the world if he doesn't

mind gassing his own people.
You don't think he will
drop a nuclear bomb on Israel
as soon as he can?
Ms. Joyce, do you remember seeing those hundreds of
oil wells in Kuwait set on fire
by Saddam? Not only was that
an atrocity, it was slowly
adding to the decay of our
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Republican Steven Joyce and
Democrat Thomas H. Allen are
on the Nov. 5 ballot for the U.S.
House of Represenatives in the
1st District. Although I have
several problems with Thomas
Allen, there is one issue in particular that troubles me: His take
on the war against Iraq. He
claims there is no reason to
attack Iraq, and he couldn't be
further from the truth.
In an article that Tom Allen
wrote for the Portland Press
Herald, he included several reasons why the U.S. should not go
to war with Iraq. He mentions
the high price that America may
have to pay if we choose to fight,
but I wonder what the price will
be if we do not attack Saddam. I
can't imagine that it would not be
worth it. How can anyone think
that our ,safety is not valuable?
What will be the price of a future
disaster led by Saddam? Should
we just wait for his attacks like
sitting ducks?
It also helps to know that
according to an article on
NYTimes.com, several senior
members of Saddam's regime are
"starting to look for an exit strategy." Apparently Saddam's
regime is fretting over what will
happen if America does end up
attacking them. Not to mention
the fact that British and
American military commanders
strongly believe that an attack on
Iraq will cause an uprising of the
people of Iraq against Saddam.
It would seem that the people
over there are not happy and that
includes members of Saddam's
own regime. These are all positive facts that should not be left
out when thinking of whether or
not to strike Iraq.
Allen thinks that if we attack
now we will give Saddam even
more reason to attack us. Let's
face it, the guy doesn't like us
anyway. By all means we should
See SADDAM page 9
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Dating

from page 8

upon someone to end their
streaks of lonely nights. Plus,
usually by the time you stumble,
you are too drunk to know if it's
over Mr. Right or over the pile of
your dashed hopes and dreams of
a happy future.
As we all know, there are
some people just shouldn t be
allowed on the open market for a
variety of reasons. I'm not saying
they should never be allowed to
date, but there are obvious problems that arise when they attempt
to do so.
For example. there are the
guys that just cat. t make up their
minds and try to date two girls at
a time. Bad idea, especially since
we all know how quickly word
travels around here Then there
are the girls that can t seem to get
over the guy they met at a party
three weeks ago and haven't
talked to since. With arranged
marriages there will be no more
wondering when he is going to
call or if she is a psycho.
The only drawback I see

Saddam
proceed with caution, but we
most certainly should get rid of
Saddam.
Allen also believes that too
much money will be spent to
fight Iraq and that the United
States will have too many casualties. Sure, a war will be expensive, but I'm certain a future
catastrophe by Saddam will be
expensive, as well. And yes, we
may have casualties, but if we
always used this excuse, then we
would never enter a war. War is
an inevitable occurrence that
nobody likes, but it is bound to
happen despite how we feel.
Allen thinks the solution to
our problem with Iraq is containment. He goes on to say that
containment has a good "track
record." Oh sure it does. It
worked real well with Osama bin
Laden. We should all be following Bill Clinton's example

Letters
environment.
Saddam is a despot who
will stop at nothing to destroy
Iraq or the world. He doesn't
give a damn.
Every non-Muslim country
in the world should be supporting the United States in its
fight to stop terrorism, and
this is not a racist or religious
statement, it's just fact.
Ms. Joyce, President Bush
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would be to the entertainment
industry. Suddenly sitcom writers would have to come up with
original ideas. There would be no
more shows about lonely singles
trying to find their way in the
world by dating every a‘ailable
person in Manhattan. Instead, the
girls from "Sex and the City"
would be talking about dowries
instead of dates. Would they have
to change the name of the show?
I know this probably sounds
like the rantings of a bitter oldmaid, but this is not the case. I
am merely looking out for a solution to the problems that plague
all of the single girls and guys
out there, who are trying to survive the seriously scary world of
dating. If our parents would just
step up to the plate we could all
go back to doing important
things like continuously checking our e-mail or watching reruns
of "The Simpsons."
Jennifer Gundersen is fervently
hoping that Chris will forgive her
for this column.

Women aren't so equal
LPGA fights the useless fight

In case some of you didn't
know, the Ladies Professional
Golf Association has been
protesting and petitioning
National Golf
Augusta
Course. Augusta, as you may
know, is home to many national golf tournaments, the most
famous being The Masters,
which is held there every
April.
The LPGA is angry for one
Augusta
simple reason:
National does not allow
women to be members of their
private course. This has been
a rule ever since the course
was built many years ago.
people,
some
However,
including the LPGA, think it
is high time this age old tradition be abolished.
I, for one, agree with the
people at Augusta National.
No way in hell should women
be allowed to play there.
I mean, come on. It's a golf
course just for dudes made
solely for one purpose: to get
from page 8 away from nagging women. If
this whole golf thing goes
because he had some excellent
under, men won't have anysolutions when it came to bin
where to go to be by ourselves.
Laden.
soon, women will be
Pretty
When one looks at this rationto come into the
petitioning
ally, they come to the conclusion
we're reading
while
bathroom
that diplomacy probably isn't
shitter.
the
on
"Playboy"
going to work with Saddam. He
this whole
opinion,
my
In
hasn't been working with us for
has gone
thing
rights
women's
years, and he isn't going to start
to be a real
gotten
It's
far.
too
now. Granted, it looks like he
might be trying to work with the
U.N. by letting inspectors come
in. Unfortunately that isn't quite
true because he still isn't letting
the inspectors look at anything
relevant.
Bush has said repeatedly that
The other night I received a
a war is one of the last solutions
startling, yet interesting,
rather
the U.S. has, and I certainly hope
which prompted me to
call
phone
that it does not come to that. But
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an individual,
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Brynn Lary is a senior English
you may
that
intoxicated,
while
major
have some romantic interest in.
Levels of intoxication can vary,
but there seems to be a strong corfrom page 8 relation between extreme intoxication and the occurrence of these
In other words,the more you
calls.
did not state he can rid the
the more calls you make.
drink,
world of fear or terrorists. He
this act seems to
Furthermore,
stated that it will be a long
during the wee
often
most
occur
battle, much longer than his
catching its
morning,
the
of
hours
administration or the next.
guard.
off
victims
targeted
Ms. Joyce, don't get caught
Drunk dialing has one major
up in the liberal democratic
goal,
which I like to call "get the
political agenda. Wake up and
This can apply to
syndrome.
girl"
smell the coffee.
to win over a
trying
are
who
those
James Farrington
words, the
other
In
well.
as
guy
Class of 1980
win over
to
is
call
the
of
objective
Augusta, Maine
the object of your drunken desire.
Booty calls can be included in this
category as well. Normally one
should feel flattered when they
receive calls of romantic interest;
however, drunk dialing is not typically viewed as classy and should
be analyzed with caution. Why,
you ask? Because most drunk dialing scenarios involve an intolerable
amount of vulgarity in regard to
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pain in the ass. and frankly. it
should've been stopped after
we gave women the right to
vote.
And don't give me any
garbage about how women are
equal in sports. I've caught a
couple of peeks at the WNBA,
and it's about as exciting as
watching two snails screw.
I'm sorry, but my idea of an
enjoyable sporting event is not
watching seven foot tall
chicks fire up bricks for two
hours — and they made a big
deal about a chick dunking in
a WNBA game.
I'll start getting fired up
when someone besides the
player's parents start watching
that league.
To further express my
point. I'll tell you that we had
a girl at my high school who
wanted to play on the boy's
baseball team. After some
bitching and pleading she
finally made the squad. Then
in our first game, the pitcher
beaned her square in the boob.
She started crying. After that,
she decided that maybe she

and her sore boob were better
suited for girls softball. Good
decision. sweetie.
Besides, if women are so
equal in sports, why are
women's basketballs smaller,
softballs bigger than baseba,:s
and the women's tee on a golf
courses closer to the green'?
Hey, women are good at two
things: cooking and making
babies. Last I knew neither of
those two activities was a
sport. Meaning, I think its
time for you women on the
LPGA to trade in that 5 iron
for a waffle iron.
And while we're on the
subject ladies, don't hold your
breath for the arrival of a
female president. Trust me,
God almighty himself will
steer a comet into this planet if
a chick ever runs this countr..
Can you people imagine a
female president? This country would 20 completely sissy.
The presidential address to the
nation would be at 7:30 p.m.
so she could make it home in
time to catch "Friends."
I say stick to your guns
Augusta National. Allowing
women to be members would
be like saying they're almost
equal to men. Being sexist is
a dirty job, and women should
be home cleaning it.
Travis Cowing is a stmng believer in ending women's suffrage.

"No, I don't love you!"

Late night drunk dialing forces truth and akwardness

opinion matters.

write a letter
to the editor.
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content, language and context.
Examples of drunk dialing usually involve calling your latest
crush to tell them how you feel. Or
perhaps an ex-boyfriend or girlfriend has had a few too many beers
and calls to reminisce about the
past. This may lead to a rather long
narrative questioning the breakup
and could potentially involve crying. The best thing to do in this scenario is to hang up prior to the water
works. You usually can feel the
tears coming from a mile away.
Another example involves a
friend doing another friend a favor.
That's right, the dreaded "buddy"
calloThis happens most commonly when two friends get drunk
together and stumble upon a
phone. Friend A asks Friend B to
phone his or her latest crush to
convince the crush to either date or
have sex with Friend A. These
calls typically result in laughter
and hang-ups. In rare cases, a
long, awkward silence is a prelude
to the laughter and the hang-ups.

It's best to hang-up right away
when receiving a call of this
nature.
Clearly alcohol has a strong
influence on the human psyche and
its motives. It's a well-known fact
that things always seem like a better
idea when you're drunk. Alcohol
diminishes our inhibitions and
allows us to do and say things we
normally wouldn't if we were sober.
Let's face it, beer and booze play a
key role in the act of marveling one
another with our sexual prowess.
Drunk dialing is not something
I have been a sincere victim of
until recently. What's even more
astonishing is that it seems to be on
the rise — well, at least in my life.
All personal conflict aside, I've
observed that the majority of my
friends are increasingly becoming
casualties of this late night ritual as
well. I do not mean to give drunk
dialing a bad name, but there are
certainly better ways of expressing
your deepest affections.
By no means am I saying that
there is anything wrong with calling the object of your desires 3:00
a.m. to profess your undying love
or lustful fantasies. Just do it when
you're sober,for the sake of all parties involved.
Erin Morgan is a sophomore
journalism major.
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Fri 10/11: A conversation with poet Chris
Stroffolino, part of the New Writing Series,
11 a.m. 304 Neville Hall
Sat. 10/12: Strange Pleasure performing at
the Sea Dog Brewing Co. 9:30 p.m. 21 +

Mathien performs for Java Jive crowd

Former open-mic night award winner plays emotional covers, originals
By Alex Lehning
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PHOTO • SCOTT CAPARELLI
Java
Jive
Tuesday night. Mathien plays a full set of his own music as
Michael Mathien sings from the heart to a fullhouse at
Dave
Matthews Band.
well as several covers by Better Than Ezra and

Students enjoying the Java Jive
Series at the Stillwater Canal Co.
Pub Tuesday night heard tunes
from the likes of Vertical Horizon,
Saves the Day, and Jimmy Eat
World.
No, it wasn't a secret show the
bands never told us about, but
rather fourth-year student Mike
Mathien. He entertained the crowd
with emotional originals and
excellent covers during a lengthy
two-hour set.
"Hey ... you're in a pub. If
you're of age and you have lots of
money, you can get your drink
on," Mathien said as he introduced his first song, Vertical
Horizon's "Grey Sky Morning."
He then played two originals,
the heartbreaking "Cold," and an
ode to our favorite season, with
Mathien's original, "Summer
Song." That was followed by two
more covers, Saves the Day's
"Hold" and Jimmy Eat World's
"Hear You Me."
Mathien was slightly critical
about his older material.
"This is a really old song that I
wrote, and it's lcinda crappy ... but
I'm going to play it for you anyway", Mathien said before playing
"Liar, Liar," a song about a selfish
relationship. The song was followed by impressive guitar work
on "Crazy."
of Jimmy Eat World's "Lucky
Denver Mint." Using looping
See MATHIEN on page 13

Website offers insight to worship of Corey Feldman
By Nathan Webster
Assistant News Editor

0>UR I I `,Y PHO I0• WWW.CO REYFEI DMAN.FREEWEBSPACF.0 OM
Corey Feldman, pictured here in his young teenage years, is
the object of worship at coreyanity.com. He appeared in
numerous 80s films including "The Goonies."

"Corey is Omnipotent,
Omnibenevolent, Omniscient.
Corey is the greatest possible
being. Corey is God of the
universe and has created an
avatar of himself on Earth."
These are some of the statements of belief that can be
found at Coreyanity.com. The
Web site promotes "better living through the love and
teachings of Corey Feldman,"
the 1980s child star perhaps
best known for his role as
"Mouth" in the classic fantasy-adventure
film
"The
Goonies."
The 31-year-old Feldman,
while not starring in any noteworthy films recently, has
appeared in over 30 films durSee COREYANITY on page 13

COURTESY PHOTO • WWW.COREYFELDMAN.FREEWEBSPACE.COM
here in his troubled late teenage years,"is
pictured
Corey,
possible
being," according to coreyanity.com.
greatest
the
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Beck
Sea Change
Geffen/Interscope
Beck has created a masterpiece. With the lyrical content
of Bob Dylan, the musical
prowess of Pink Floyd and the
melodic tones of Robert Plant,
Beck touches upon perfection
with Sea Change.
You've got an orchestral
rocker with "Paper Tiger" and a
soulful touch of heart with
"Guess I'm Doing Fine."
Although this album relies
somewhat on the musical inspirations of some country, it is in
no way reflected in the feeling
of the music. When you listen,
you hear a rock guitarist gone
easy-country.
Beck is comparable to The
Beatles with grandiose easy-listening tracks like "Lonesome
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Tears and "Lost Cause." The
maturity and wi,sclom Beck
shares in his music on this
album is comparable to
Radiohead's OK Computer or
U2's The Joshua Tree.
I'm going to be honest — this
is probably the best and most
passionate music I've heard in
about six months. You're not
going to randomly find inspiration and guitar tones that emote
words in bands like Disturbed
or Lifehouse.
Beck is constantly changing
his musical image, Sea Change
is no different. Beck strikes a
chord — no pun intended —
with his songs on this soulful
journey. I hope you pick it up
and give it a shot.
-Marshall "The Fury" Dury

Red Hot Chili Peppers
The Uplift Mofo Party Plan
(EMI)Released 1988

If you ever want to seriously
funk up a dull party, throw this
little gem of 80s music into
your system.
You may remember tracks
like "Me and My Friends" and
"Behind The Sun" from ... uh
... elementary school. But if
you really want the funk to
bring the house down, listen to
nasty tracks like "Fight Like a
Brave" and "Backwoods."
One of the Chili Peppers
heavier releases from the 80s,
this album was not considered
"good" by any pop standards.
Actually it didn't sell well at
all. But we all know Flea, a
genius that he is on the bass,
and many others would consider this stuff better than anything the band has released in
recent years.
The album was released
back in the classic days of the
band, when the Chili Peppers
didn't really care about selling
albums. All they wanted to do
was funk it up, sex it up, and
drug it up. And the music
proves just that. Some of the
beats on this album, including
Homesick
"Subterranean
Blues," hook up better than a
presidential candidate with an
intern.

Today the Chili Peppers
are considered one of the most
talented and popular bands
around. But to this day, I
think the Chili Peppers will
never be the same freakin'
cool-ass band they were back
in the year 1988.
-Schuyler Dean

Good Charlotte
The Young and
Hopeless
Epic

the

When a new band puts out
their second album, it is usually judged harshly and usually, falls short of the first
album (see: Disturbed However, Good
Believe).
Charlotte's sophomore effort
The Young and the Hopeless

is a solid album from start to
finish.
Although GC lost drummer
Aaron Escolopio shortly after
their first album, this CD
flows seamlessly without him.
Their songs vary from their
single
first
addictive
"Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous" to the slower, melodramatic "Emotionless." They
even experiment with an 80s
style beat in "Girls & boys."
Lead singer Joel and his
twin brother Benji are a driving creative force on this cd as
seen by the constant references to their father, who left
them when they were young.
The twins even wrote two
songs about him for the
album, "Emotionless," and
"The Story of My Old Man."
While this repetitiveness
would cause most bands to
lose listeners, Good Charlotte
manages to make it work.
Die-hard Good Charlotte
fans have waited two years for
this album, and "The Young
and the Hopeless" doesn't disappoint. As far as a sophomore effort goes, it's not
"hopeless" by any means.
-Jared Murphy
See CD REVUS on page 13

Henry Rollins releases Black Flag tribute album
Record to benefit West Memphis Three, includes eclectic guest appearances
By Christopher Gorman
For The Maine Campus

preaching defiance and disobedience. And while they weren't selling albums in record numbers,their
The year was 1981 and main- verbal vitriol was a force to be reckstream music was caught up in a oned with.
glut of new wave pop and cheeze
Fast foward to the year 2002,
metal. Punk rock, a musical force and despite the fact that true
so powerful in the late 70s, was fad- American hardcore hasn't really
ing into obscurity and giving way to existed since the mid to late 80s,
artists like Twisted Sister and Duran many of the
Duran. Fiery social commentators causes that
like The Clash's Joe Strummer and those bands
X-Ray Spex's Poly Styrene were got behind
being pushed aside in favor of more are still relintrospective artists like The Cure's evant
Robert Smith and The Smiths' today.
Morrissey.
Henry
Yet, despite a lack of air play on Rollins,
the radio or MTV, a punk under- former
ground continued to thrive in the vocalist of
back alleys, abandoned hallways Black
and dingy clubs that were ignored Flag, and
by the rest of America. It was in current
these places that a new form of front
punk, one that drew from speed- man for
metal bands like Motorhead as the
much as it drew from the punk acts intense, if
of the late 70s, was born. This new, not slightly humorous, Rollins
volatile kind of music is what Band, has decided to take up one
became known as "hardcore."
such relevant cause — that of the
If conservative America had "West Memphis Three."
been somewhat miffed with earlier
On May 5, 1993, three young
Ramones
The
as
such
punk bands
boys named Michael Moore, Steve
spewing anti-social rhetoric like Branch and Christopher Byers went
"Now I Wanna Sniff Some Glue" out on their bicycles. After being
and "Beat On the Brat," they were gone for a couple of hours the father
downright terrified of the radical, of one of the boys called the police
nihilistic hardcore movement. to report them missing. After
Bands like the Dead Kennedy's, searching all night and into the folBad Brains, The Germs and most lowing morning, the boys were
importantly, Black Flag were finally discovered in a ditch, beaten,

sexually molested and dead.
Despite strong evidence implicating another man,the police evidently had an agenda that came first.
Three local teens, Damien Echols,
Jessie Misskelley and Jason
Baldwin were brought in for questioning and later charged with the
murders: What strikes many as
especially shady is that the

accused.
After much deliberating, Rollins
decided to enlist some of the young
men's favorite artists and put
together a tribute album to his former band, Black Hag. The proceeds from this album, titled "Rise
Above: 24 Black Flag Songs to
Benefit the West Memphis Three,"
go to help fund the court cases of
the three supposed murderers.
A great idea on paper, but would
it really amount to anything worth
hearing?
After seeing how this album
came together, the honest answer is
— sort of. There are a lot of good
cuts and also some bad ones.
Nonetheless, it is interesting and
features a vast array of artists.
Instead of having entire bands
come and perform Black Flag
songs, Rollins simply had the guitarist, bassist and drummer from his
own band provide the musical
backdrop. Then, frontmen from
various musical groups contributed
their vocal chords to recreate 24
three teens wore black clothes, lis- Black Flag classics.
tened to metal music and had an
The album starts off with a blisinterest in the occult — the equiva- tering version of Black Flag's "Rise
lent of three strikes in the strict, Above," featuring a duet between
evangelical Christian town of West Rollins and Public Enemy's Chuck
Memphis, Arkansas.
D. There are other notable cuts as
After seeing the HBO documen- well. Punk luminary Iggy Pop does
tary series "Paradise Lost," which a decent version of"Fix Me"Exene
told the story of the West Memphis Cervenka of X Fame and Rollins
Three, Rollins (always the social do a rocking rendition of"Wasted"
and political critic) figured he had and the immortal Mike Patton, who
to do something for the young men, has worked with everyone from
who many feel were wrongly Faith No More to the Dillinger

Escape Plan, does an excellent take
on "Six Pack."
Other artists, such as Lemmy
Kilmeister of Motorhead, Tim
Armstrong and Lars Frederickson
of Rancid,Tom Araya of Slayer and
Jeff Moreira of Poison The Well,
contribute nice cuts as well.
As for the clunkers, Corey
Taylor of Slipknot, Neil Fallon of
Clutch and Ice-T are three of the
most guilty offenders. Also, the last
song on the album, a cover of
"Nervous Breakdown" by Ryan
Adams, sounds awful. Thank God
for the far superior version of the
song, contributed by ex-Black
Flag/Circle Jerks member Keith
Morris, also included on the album.
All in all, this album gets an "A"
for effort and a "C+"for execution.
After all, Rollins himself sings on
six of the tracks, and other ex-members of Black Flag like Kira
Roessler and Keith Morris show up
as well. As cool as that is, ifs even
cooler to listen to an actual Black
Flag album. It's a fairly strong disc,
it just comes off like Black Flag
karaoke. Nevertheless, the album is
an important cultural document that
showcases the vast influence of
Black Flag, while proving that even
though hardcore punk may have
lost some of its original spark, it
hasn't lost its heart.
For more information on The
West Memphis Three, visit
www.WM3.org, or check the HBO
documentaries "Paradise Lost I &
II"
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Sweet Home Alabama: the classic chick flick
He said/she said
By Diana MacElwain
Staff Reporter
and
Jason Houle
Style Editor
Diana McElwain:"Sweet Home
wannabe
a
is
Alabama"
comedy/love story aimed at 13year-old girls who are still diligent
in their quests for a perfect man.
Jason Houle: The movie centers
around New York City debutante
designer Melanie Carmichael and
her voyage home to Pigeon Hole,
Ala. to divorce her high school redneck sweetheart after being proposed to by the son of the NYC
mayor(played by Candace Bergen).
DM: It's Murphy Brown!
JH: Bergen played the antagonist in the movie, trying to thwart
her son's wedding plans by digging up dirt on Melanie
Carmichael, or as we find out
later in the movie, Melanie
Smooter. Bergen even sends her
personal assistant to Alabama to
spy on Carmichael, disguised as
a sneaky reporter for the New
York Post.
DM: When the assistant was
fooled by Melanie's gay friend
Billie Ray, Bergen's search for dirt
quickly ended with everyone's
hands looking clean — for now.
JH: What ever happened to good
journalism?

COURTESY PHOTO • TMDB.COM
camera as his mother,
the
for
smiles
Dempsey)
In the romance comedy "Sweet Home Alabama," Andrew Hennings (Patrick
Carmichael.
Melanie
to
NYC mayor Kat Hennings(Candice Bergen), discovers his engagement
JH: Country mouse? City is the epitome of the perfect man
DM: We're doing movie course of an hour and a half. Even I
mouse? Hey, the third grade called, — what every girl wants, but no
started to think she was attractive.
reviews.
and they want their story back_ This man will ever be. Even when she
JH: Cruel Intentions was the story hits a turning point when leaves him at the altar for her
JH: Smooter/Carmichael, who is
played by the incomparable Reese pinnacle of her career. That movie Witherspoon's new fiance learns her high school redneck husband, he
wishes her nothing but the best.
the film
made her the deflowered sex sym- true identity and past after flying to
Witherspoon. In
This doesn't happen girls. Trust
Witherspoon's character becomes bol she is today. And now that Alabama to suprise her.
me.
torn between her past and present she's had a bun in the oven, she's
DM: But surprisingly, he still
officially a MILF, and has
love interests when, after returning
JH: He's such a pussy.
achieved the status of demigod- loves her and wants to many her
home,sparks eventually begin to fly
despite the fact she is a deceitful and
with her old flame. All I know is, I'd dess.
DM: I guess the one thing this
conniving bitch.
sure like to ignite her flames.
movie teaches us about life is,"You
DM: Upon returning home,
JH: Hey, back off the can take the girl out of the Honky
DM: You couldn't find the Witherspoon's "city-fled" ways
Tonk, but you cant take the Honky
contrast with the deep south values Witherspoon trashing.
match if you wanted to. You said
Tonic out of the girl."
she was hot thirteen times in the of her birthplace. She is no longer
DM: No, but seriously, no
the country mouse that they have
JH: And you can't ride two horsman would be so wonderful,
gown to love, but a condescending
understanding and forgiving. He es with one ass.
money hungry city mouse.

TEWIEMENU
MIETERINES
1 Student Discounts
1 Professional Bartending Training
1 Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job
I Become a Talented,Socially
Conscious Bartender

1 National Restaurant Association
Alcohol Awareness Program

I Great Part-time or Summer Job
LEARN TO BARTEND
IN A WEEKEND:
Illart.rC•rd

mar
Call Now!
Space is Limited!

November 8th-10th
The Wooley Room
DTAV
Orono Campus

1•800•VICAN-11111X

Lwww.univeriitybartending.comi

Correction
The cause of death of
RENT creater Jonathan Larson
was incorrectly stated in the
Thursday Oct. 3 issue of The
Maine Campus. Larson was
reported as dying of AIDS.
Larson's actual cause of death
was of an undiagnosed aortic
aneurysm, believed to be
caused by Marfan Syndrome.
The Maine Campus strives
to have an accurate and
informative paper. If you
notice that we have made an
error, please contact the
appropriate section editor.

Practice Safe
Sex. "Just
Beat it."
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Hofstetter's Body Shots a question of morals
STUDENT.)::::IZSMOTS
a

thv

your, of your Mo

by Steve Hofstetter

a CollogeHuracmccan book

By Denise Farwell
For The Maine Campus
People drink in college.
People have sex while they are
in college. And people try to
get out of doing all their class
work in college. These are not
revelations about the college
experience — everyone pretty
much accepts that these things
go on.
So why do we need a 99
page book written by some
guy that just graduated from

college and wrote a book
about it because he missed it
so much?
"Student Body Shots: A
Sarcastic Look at the Best 4-6
Years of Your Life," written
by Steven Hofstetter, is a compilation of one to two page
commentaries on subjects
such as food, money, and
"hooking up."
Hofstetter, who attended
Columbia University, had
pretty much the same experiences that most college students have. He reminisces
about how poor he was, how
drunk he got and how much
work he didn't do. He also
tells you that you too will
have the same experiences he
had, or you already have, in
which case you apparently
should be shaking your head
in agreement and laughing at
how very insightful this book
is.
He makes such astute
observations as slacking on
homework assignments.
"At the beginning of every

year, you swear you'll keep up
with the readings and get all
your assignments done in
time," Hoffstetter said. "And
every year, you do the first
two assignments and then get
lost behind a pile of backlogged work."
happens? People
That
do all their
always
don't
homework on time? Wow, I
never knew. He also touches
on guys doing laundry.
"Gtiys joke about having
365 pairs of boxers so they
can do laundry once a year,"
said Hoffstetter. "But imagine
how horrible it would be to do
that load."
Yeah, guys say that all the
time. And you're right, it
would be pretty gross.
If you have already had the
that
experiences
same
Hofstetter had, or if you want
your college experience to be
exactly like his, then you
might like this book. If your
idea of college is getting wasted three nights a week, hooking up with random people

and slacking off as much as
you can — then you can
But, despite what
relate.
"Student Body Shots" may tell
you, not everyone on every
college campus has, or wants,
this experience. Some people
get drunk a lot freshman year,
maybe longer, and then come
to the realization that they
have moved past this phase.
Hoffstetter should remember
that not everyone hates their
classes and has no interest in
learning. And there are also
people who aren't into hooking up every chance they get.
Of course, these people don't
write books about their experiences because it's not as
funny.
In the "Alcohol" section,
Hofstetter points out the ever
so glamorous stigma of waking up after a long night of
partying.
"Passing out on your bed
with a high blood-alcohol
level is nothing," Hoffstetter
said. "Waking up the next day
still legally drunk — now

that's impressive."
I may have agreed with this
statement at some point in my
college years, but now it just
seems tiresome. This book
gives the impression that if
you don't have the same experiences Hoffstetter apparently
had, then you're either missing out or completely lame —
or both.
So if this book appeals to
you, then you probably want
the same experiences the
author had, and reading about
those experiences probably
makes it seem funnier. But if
"Student Body Shots" seems
like something you don't
want to waste a couple of
hours reading, then you most
likely have moved on or don't
need a book to tell you what
college students do. You may
even look forward to graduating and leaving college to
start the rest of your adult
life. Or, like Hofstetter, you
may be thinking, "maybe I
could be a college student
forever."

may be familiar with the rap-ballad of "Gangsta Lovin," but there

are a number of other tracks that
reveal Eve's move into lyrical substance.
Eve's "Irresistible Chick"
encompasses church bells, smooth
rhythms and love-thyself lyrics
that are bound to make it the new
"chick" hit.
Snoop Dogg and Nate Dogg
lend their respective talents to the
hip track entitled "Hey Y'all," one

with nod-your-head rhythms ideal
for that cruise-worthy choice.
There appears to be a Missy
Elliott inspiration in "Neckbones,"
with funky beats and strong vocals
by Eve making it the perfect completion to a roundup of very different, yet equally impressive tracks
that make Eve's newest attempt a
very successful one.
-Liz Jarrell

CD REVUS from page 11
Eve
Eve-olution
Interscope
This eagerly-awaited third
release from the Ruff Ryders front
woman will not leave fans disappointed. If anything, it will reveal
a new, more mature side to eve,
the self-proclaimed "pit bull in a
mini skirt." Eve-olution is Eve's

most personal album to date, as the
artist wrote or co-wrote 12 out of
13 tracks on the disc.
This album reveals a crossover
from the nitty-gritty rap of Eve's
debut, to more stylish R&B influenced tunes. Eve's commanding
voice balances perfectly with guest
appearances by such artists as
Alicia Keys, Truth Hurts,
Mashonda and Jadakiss. Many

MATH/EN from page 10
equipment and the pedals at his
feet, he managed to record a backing track by drumming and picking bass notes on his guitar. The
result was a full band effect, as
Mathien dazzled the crowd with
his passionate vocal performance.
The covers continued with
"Scottish
Tom's
Buffalo
Windows" and "Winner" by K's
Choice. Mathien told the audience
to write down the names of the
bands he had covered. He then
continued with his own "Forget
Me Now," a piece with melodic
guitar and introspective lyrics.
"This is another really old one
so it's gonna be bad," Mathien
said. It was, however, one of his
standout originals of the evening.
Despite a lengthy break,
Mathien didn't let up, hitting the
crowd with everything he had in
the second set. He opened with
another Saves the Day acoustic
song, "Three Miles Down." He
followed with the sad and wistful
"Brother." Mathein strummed his
way happily through Better Than
Ezra's "At the Stars."
Mathien's cover of Howie
Day's "Ghost" was a showstopper.
Using the same onstage looping
equipment, he was backed by his
Own guitars, whistling notes and
echoing vocals. The performance
Was captivating, the amount of
Passion and sound coming from

the stage was haunting — and
made for one of the best performances at Java Jive this year.
A well done original, the hopeful love song "Fly to the City" was
next, featuring great guitar work
and lyrics about life's journey. He
sang Dave Matthews'"#41" as an
outro. Switchfelt's "Only Hope"
was a mellow piece. Mathien had
increased confidence in his original, "Better Day," which he called
an old one but a good one, complete with a verse from John
Mayer's "Why Georgia?" He finished off the show with great renditions of Day's "Sorry" and
"Relax and Move On."
Mathien considers himself
happy with the label "emo," the
style of music that he predominantly plays. He said he likes the genre
because it allows one to get into the
music more than the typical rock
and roll you hear on the radio. He
lists Buffalo Tom, Jimmy Eat
World, Saves the Day and K's
Choice among his influences.
"Green Day was the reason I
started to play guitar," he said.
Writing songs was just a progression from that.
"I like being animate. I'm not
just singing and playing, I'm performing," he said. Mathien distributed a free EP sampler at the show
and says he plans to record and tour
more in the upcoming months.

COREYANITY from page 10
ing his career. He appeared in
the 80s hit "The Lost Boys"
and even provided his talents
as the voice of Donatello in
Mutant
"Teenage
Ninja
Turtles: The Movie."
Coreyanity.com was created by "Reverend" Lenny
Malone to "explore Corey's
love," "learn Corey's ways"
and "discuss Corey's divinity."
The site features frequently
asked questions, which are
central to the practice of
Coreyanity. Among them is,
"How will I know what
Corey's plan for me is?"
The answer is: "Corey
works in many ways, which
may be difficult for the mortal
to understand. Sometimes it is
not clear what Corey wants us
to do with our lives."
Some other questions are
"If I can't see Corey, how do I
know he is there?";"Why does
Corey allow bad things to
happen in the world?";and
perhaps most importantly,
"How can Corey still love us
when we fail to follow his
word?"
The Web site's anwer to
that is: "Corey understands
that sometimes as humans we
make mistakes that will ultimately result in us growing

more as people. Sometimes
these mistakes we make go
against the teachings of
Corey, but Corey understands
that this is simply human
nature."
The Web site also focuses
on the methods of worshipping large appliances, as
Feldman did in the low-budget
1990 flick "Rock 'n' Roll
High School Forever."
The site includes a "Meet
the Clergy" section, which
names Michael Jackson as the
Patron Saint of Dance and
Howard Stern as the Patron
Saint of Truth.
While Coreyanity may not
be for everyone, the website
offers insight and resources to
what some may consider a
bizarre religion. Questions
about Coreyanity may be
reverendto
directed
malone@coreyanity.com.

Make a
contribution to
life after death.

1HE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOELATION
MEMORIAL PROCRA.M ,

American
Heart
Association
Th,s space provided as a putoic service

ATTENTION
COLLEGE JOURNALISTS!
Spend 6 weeks in Fllorikla,
work with outstandintgi proFes-sic:mats.. and GET PAID!!
This experience will book
great on yci4ur resumé!
liktlAtVmt pciintssiatith.net
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MeASIOVIS
LEX
MY BUSINESS PLAN IS FOR A WEB
COMPANY I'D. LIKE To START
WHERE PEOPLE CAN PURCHASE
COMPUTER VIRUSES ONLINE. I
CALL IT He-boiabay. corn"

by phil flickinger wvvw.1-e-x.com)
REVENGE IS A MARKETABLE
CommoPITY, BUT 'THE REALLY BIG
MONEY wouLP co(nE IN THE
rogm OF kieK8ACKS I'D REcE1VE
FRoM MAJoR ConiPuTER MAKERS.

i. cAN'T BELIEVE
YOU A CTLAA LLY
GOT A C-MINIAS
FOR YOUR PAPER.

IALf GREAT PLAN
DESERVES MORE,
SLAT THE GUY
wpio CREATED
FedEx' ONLY 60T
A C- TOO. . .

la"

Nossittlittini

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL

WWW.MRSILLY.COM

SO YOU THINK YOU
DESERVE A RAISE TO PAY
FOR YOUR DATING LIFE.
OK, FAIR ENOUGH.

JUST PROMISE ME YOU WON'T SAY

THAT AT ANY POINT ON YOUR DATE.
CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Life Lessons
CAN 'YOU
HELP ME WITH
HOMENA/ORK?
IT'S ONLY
QUESTION!

ONE

SURE...

AFTER THIS
PICTURE TUBE
GOES BAD.

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
HOW AM
I GOING
TO GET GOOD
GRADES IF
NO ONE WILL.
HELP ME!?!

CVIEAT,

"I'm sorry I fell out of the mood, Bob.
Just give me a chance to mentally DRESS you."

LIKE THE
REST OF US.
THERE'S 'YOUR
ANSWER, NOW
\ GO AWAY.)

TAKE MY
ADVICE AND
YOUR QUESTION
REALLY DOESN'T
MATTER.

Send me comics. Or anything
funny at all. Anything. Please.

Drop off your submissions to the Maine Campus office in the basement of Memorial Union for Tracy Collins.

Submissions for publication should be in black and white. Include your name and phone number, and your comic
could be featured in the next Maine Campus diversions section.
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Today's horoscope

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Former Turkish
title
6 Sidling
crustacean
10 Male swine
14 Hearth debris
15 Kind of model
16 Car shaft
17 Baby bird?
18 Holler
19 Cover with a
layer of gold
20 Forewarnings
22 Eventually
24 Not in the
running
25 Visual spell
26 Director of
church singers
31 Shopping
reminder
32 Wapiti
33 Keep under
restraint
38 Impertinent
observer
40 Tree fluid
42 Metaphysical
poet
43 Biblical doubter
45 Bar bill
47 Direotor
Preminger
of duty
48
51 Anne Rice
character
55 Links standard
56 Floors
57 Germfree
62
Royale, MI
63 Desensitized
65 Island off
Venezuela
66 Styling products
67 Zatopek or
Jannings
68 Nonviolent
protest
69 Thumbs-down
votes
70 Count (on)
71 Ooze out
DOWN
1 Time gone by
2 ___ Spumante
3 Compare prices
4 Submarine
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
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Today's Birthday (Oct. 10).
It's relatively easy this year to
decide whether to finish a job or
simply cross it off your list. You
don't have time to waste, so the
unnecessary becomes obvious.
You'll become more efficient
and learn to set priorities, and
those are great skills to master.
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Don't let this chance to show
how you feel pass you by. Soak
up the love and pass it along.
Your actions speak louder than
words, and those actions heal.
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sandwich
5 Request
6 Glass objects
7 Caviar
8 Prepared
9 Toni Morrison
novel
10 Roll with a hole
11 Binary compound
12 Assuage
13 Tint again
21 Seethe
23 Bogged down
26 Coagulate
27 Lofty
28 Norwegian
capital
29 Gossip tidbit
30 Ray
34 Tugboat sound
35 Not for
36 Hooked on
37 Las Vegas light
39 Wheel spokes
41 Tangibly
44 More tranquil
46 Prejudice
49 Work experience
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64
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You do your very best when
you're involved in community
service. Luckily for you, there's
a need nearby. Volunteer and
grow.

50
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summary
50 Make pleats
51 Churchill's
gesture
52 Confused
53 Unsinkable Mrs.
Brown

CLMIN1 (MAY 21 -JUNL 21)
Difficult decisions need to be
discussed, but that's not all.
Prove you're not all talk by taking action.
CMCL12..(.1.1\L_ 22-JULY 22)
A person who's acting on
your behalf can't do the entire
job all alone. A partnership effort
is required in order for either of
you to succeed.
LLO

LILLY 23-AU

22)

You have good taste. You
like to have the best, and you
know it when you see it. But
do you have the patience to
create it? Now is your chance
to develop those skills.

54 Squeeze
fixe (table
58
d'hote)
59 Ballet skirt
60 Footnote ditto
61 Sugar source
64 Wire measure

V11240 (AUc. 23-6C_PT. 22)
Your self-esteem should get a

DITHERED TW TS

by Stan Waling

"Vie Seeti SoMe Low TacTicS
IN MV TiMe, CouNceLoK...
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boost from somebody you
respect. The feeling is mutual.
Soak it up.
(6LPT 23-OCT 22)
Your assignment involves an
obligation. Sometimes there's no
alternative to getting down and
dirty, and this could be one of
those times. Might as well enjoy
it.

3C012210(OCT 23-NOV 21)
You learn best by doing, not
by reading books. Your experience will prove valuable now, so
trust it before you trust what the
academicians say.
6A.CITTARilo (NOV. 22PLC 21)
You could discover that you
don't have as much as you
thought. Don't make a big deal
of it. Instead, focus on what you
have.
aPI7JC012N (PLC 22-JAN. 19)
Don't even try to explain
what you have in mind if it doesn't match prevailing opinion. It
won't be understood or even
heard. Wait until tomorrow.
AOLLAJ2JLL5 (JAN 20tI.15 18)
It's probably best not to
travel any more than necessary
right now. Actually, doing
what's necessary is the day's
theme — one thing right after
the other. Plan to relax next
Tuesday.
PL5CL.5 (fLb. 19-46.12.0-1

20)
Money's tight, but that won't
stop you and your crew. You
have talents you haven't tapped
into yet. Be assertive!
Distributed by Knight Ridder
Tribune Information Services.

If you
have any
brains at all,
you'll be aware
of the danger
of depression.
Depression is a suppressioh of brain
activity that can strike anyone. Its
powerful. its constant. and it makes
life unbearable. It's also readily,
medically treatable. And that's .
something everyone should know.
CaJsu 01 So,0
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In miss his pain pills."
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Women's soccer takes win streak into weekend
By Brian Brown
For The Maine Campus
While the student body is
enjoying fall break, the
University of Maine women's
soccer team will be busy with a
pair of games over the weekend
against Hartford University and
Sacred Heart University.
The Black Bears will put
their two-game unbeaten streak
on the line Friday when they
host the Hartford Hawks in an
America East Conference game.
UMaine enters the game with
a 3-5-1 record overall and 0-1-1
in the conference. The Black
Bears, who picked up their first
conference point Sunday with a
0-0 tie against Binghamton
University, are chasing Hartford
in the conference standings. The
Hawks are 1-0-0 in America
East play, 6-4-0 overall.
Hartford comes to Orono riding a three-game winning
streak. In those three games, the
Hawks have outscored their
opponents 8-2. Included in the
winning streak is a 3-1 win over
Pacific-10 Conference school
University of California and a
3-0 victory over Northeastern
University in their only conference game.
shutting
down
After
Binghamton's Tracy Kasmarick,
the league's leading scorer, the
UMaine defense will be in for
another test. Hartford features
four of the conference's top 10
scorers.
Jeanette Akerlund, a junior
forward, leads Hartford with
six goals and five assists.
Akerlund's point total places
her second in the America East.
Not far behind is junior back
Cindy Walsh, who has registered four goals and four
assists, placing her fourth in the
league.

CAMPUS PHO I0• JON WHITE
Black Bear junior forward Jessica Wojcik turns the corner on a Binghamton University
defender in UMaine's tie with the Bearcats last Sunday. The Bears will host Sacred Heart
University and Hartford University this weekend.
Katharina Linder, a senior
midfielder from Kleinostheim,
Germany, ranks seventh in the
league with four goals and three
assists. Tini Lyng, a senior midfielder, is tied for eighth with
three goals and four assists. As a
team, Hartford has racked up 24
goals in 10 games.
The UMaine offense has

managed 16 goals on the season
and should counter with a balanced scoring attack.
The Black Bears have eight
players who have recorded at
least one goal. Junior forward
Annie Hamel leads the way with
four goals, followed by Heather
Hathorn, a true-freshman forward, with three. Kim Walsh, a

junior midfielder, and Allison
Kelly, a sophomore back, each
have three assists.
UMaine should hold the
edge in goalkeeping. Senior
Naomi Welsh is the conference's leading goalie with a
0.88 goals against average.
Heather
keeper
Hartford
Hinton, a junior, is fourth with a

goals against average of 1.12.
The game is crucial for both
teams. A loss would drop the
Black Bears five points behind a
playoff spot with only five
America East games remaining,
three of which are on the road.
A win for Hartford would
improve their record to a perfect
2-0-0 in the conference.
On Sunday, UMaine will
take a break from conference
play when they take on the
Pioneers of Sacred Heart
University. Sacred Heart, a
member of the Northeast
Conference, brings a 6-3-1
record into the game.
Like Hartford, Sacred Heart
has been on a roll recently winning four in a row. Sacred Heart
has posted wins over America
East schools Northeastern
University and the University of
Albany thus far this year.
The Pioneers are led by
Paula Pineda, a junior forward
from Vigo, Spain, who is the
conference Player of the Week.
Pineda recorded four goals and
two assists while leading Sacred
Heart to three wins to earn the
honor.
Sacred Heart will counter
UMaine's Welsh with an outstanding goaltender of their own,
junior Leslie Konsig. Konsig
leads the league with a sparkling
goals against average of 0.50.
Konsig has recorded seven
shutouts in only ten games.
Sacred Heart, the defending
Northeast Conference champion,
enters the game tied for third in
the league with seven points.
They trail Central Connecticut
State Univeristy, which has been
perfect in the conference thus far
with twelve points.
Game time on Friday against
Hartford is at 3 p.m. The action
against Sacred Heart will begin
on Sunday at 1 p.m.

student—run
campus radio
station

CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS

FOUND

for
Services
Legal
Undergraduates - Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. Office
hours: M-W-TH. Call 581 -

FOUND: Rottweiler-male,
black & tan. Picked up by
near
Police
Campus
Somerset Hall. Call Animal
Orphanage:827-8777.

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING
1 -800-U-CAN-MIX or
www.universitybartending.com

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices, Free
Parties & Meals! 1-800-2347007 or visit our website:
endlesssummertours.com

Spring Break 2003. Campus
Reps Wanted. Earn 2 free
trips for 15 people. Cancun,
Mazatlan,
Bahamas,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South
Padre and Florida. Call Toll
Free 1-877-460-6077 or

***ACT FAST! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts!...1 (1-888- • OOOOOOOOOOO ••••••
888-THINK-SUN
844-6578 dept 2626) or Wanted Spring Breakers!
www.springbreakdiscounts.co Go on Spring Break '03 for
FREE! Call 1-800-795-4786
to find out more!
USA Spring Break Presents

Advertise in The
Maine Campus.
Call 581-1273
between 8:30am
& 4:30pm to
place your classified advertisement today!
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Men's hockey starts season with tough act to follow
tain and emotional leader Peter
Metcalf.
Obviously, because of the loss
The sixth-ranked University of two all-star goalies, that will
of Maine men's hockey team will be an important position. Trying
begin its quest for a third nation- to fill the large void left in the net
al championship when it hosts the will be sophomore Frank Doyle,
Black Bear Classic this Friday who red-shirted last season while
serving a NCAA penalty for playand Saturday at Alfond Arena.
The tournament will kick off ing major junior hockey, and true
Friday at 4 p.m. when Lake freshman Jimmy Howard, who
on backstopped the U.S. Under-18
takes
State
Superior
Quinnipiac University. That will National Team to the U-18 World
be followed at 7 p.m. by a match Championship last April.
Coach Tim Whitehead isn't
against the University of New
Brunswick Varsity Reds. The worried about his goaltending sitconsolation and championship uation.
"We'll be fine in that area," he
games will be at 4 p.m. and 7
said. "Obviously, both of them
p.m. on Saturday, respectively.
Because New Brunswick is a will have some adjusting to do to
Canadian school, it is an exhibi- the college game, but we're very
tion game that will not count confident in both guys."
Eighteen-year-old Howard is
toward UMaine's record. Any
individual statistics from the expected to get both starts this
weekend as Doyle still has two
game also will not count either.
UMaine will be going through games to serve in his major junior
some changes as they enter the penalty. Doyle will be eligible to
weekend. Gone from last year's play Oct. 18 when UMaine plays
squad are leading scorer Niko Colorado College at the Nye
Dimitrakos, one of the up and Frontier Classic in Anchorage,
coming defensemen on the team, Alaska.
One other major change from
Michael Schutte, both goaltenders Mike Morrison and Matt last year will see senior Tom
Yeats, as well as last year's cap- Reimann, who scored 12 goals
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Reporter

and added 23 assists for 35 points next closest player only amassed
last year from his forward posi- 66 minutes.
Gene Chiarello returns as the
tion, move to defense to start the
goalie for the Varsity
starting
season.
played in 27 games last
He
Reds.
bring
"We felt that he would
a 3.25 goals against
with
year,
some composure and experience
average.
"It's
said.
back there," Whitehead
Frank Anzalone is in year two
early, but we felt this was the best
his second tour of duty as
of
move for now."
of Lake Superior State.
coach
junior
and
Loya
Senior Cliff
built the program and
Anzalone
upperonly
the
Francis Nault are
for the school's
coach
the
was
blue
the
classman returning to
in 1988, when
title
national
first
line this year.
in the national
UMaine
beat
they
tournathe
for
Also of note
back after a
is
He
semifinals.
Chris
captain,
year's
ment, this
stint as a
unsuccessful
rather
game
Friday's
miss
will
Heisten,
due to a one-game suspension for minor league head coach, and
an off-season violation of team year one back in college hockey
rules. Assistant captain Martin was not fantastic. The team went
Kariya will assume the captain's 8-27-2 while finishing dead last
duties for the New Brunswick in the 12-team CCHA.
This year may not be much
game.
New Brunswick does not better as the 26-man roster is
return much scoring punch from comprised of a total of 15 freshlast season. The team was 14-10- man. Senior Jeremy Bachusz was
4 last year in the Atlantic last year's leading scorer, scoring
University Athletic Association only six goals and 14 assists for
in Canada. Craig Soke is the 20 points. The top returning
leading returning scorer from last defenseman is sophomore Ryan
year's squad. He had just 15 Reid, who totaled four assists and
goals and 11 assists for 26 points. no goals last year.
One of the bright spots from
Soke is also an aggressive player,
as he lead the team in penalty last season was sophomore goalie
minutes last year with 108. The Matt Violin. He was 4-11-2 last

season with a 3.11 goals against
average, and a .911 save percentage. He stopped more than 40
shots in an upset in the CCHA
playoffs of top-seeded Michigan
last year.
The Lakers have played one
game so far, defeating Western
Ontario 4-1 in an exhibition on
Oct. 4.
Quinnipiac is the defending
MAAC champion. They had their
most successful Division I season
last season, going 20-13-5 and
making the NCAA tournament
for the first time ever. Rand
Pecicnold's team is already off to
a 1-0-0 start this season, after
beating conference rival Holy
Cross on the road 6-1 Tuesday
night.
Sophomore goalie Jamie
Holden stopped 47 shots in the
win. He and junior Justin Eddy
make up one of the best goaltending tandems in the MAAC.
Holden was 15-7-3 with a 2.53
goals against average and a .916
save percentage. He also recorded two shutouts in his rookie
campaign. Eddy was 5-6-2 with
a 3.03 goals against average, an
.897 save percentage and one
shutout.

FIELD HOCKEY from page 20
serves as proof. Now, however,
the Black Bears must take this
mentality into the weekend as
they face quality opponents in
Cornell University and America
East rival Boston University.
between
matchup
The
Boston University and UMaine
is the first America East conference game for each team.
Boston University records a 6-5
record, but currently is riding a
three game winning streak. The
Terriers offense strength is similar to UMaine in that both
balanced
teams showcase
offenses.
"Our system can be an
opposing coaches' nightmare,
because we'll be a team that
doesn't rely on just one or two
players to score goals. We want
to put many players in a position to score goals, and tAGe have
that ability," Terriers' assistant
coach Tracey Paul said.
Once again, it appears the
Friars scoreless following the
defense will be tested, but they
late goal.
"Coach just told me that it won't have it any easier against
wasn't my fault and that I need- Cornell. The Big Red boast a 7ed to forget about it and stay 2 record, and are undefeated in
Ivy League conference play. In
focused," Lance said.
Lance did in fact forget addition, Cornell is hungry for a
about the defensive lapse, as win because their six game winshe spent the rest of the game ning streak was snapped during
making saves. This resulted in the weekend with a 2-0 loss to
an overtime shutout which Syracuse Universit i
Both games will be plItyed in
eventually lead to penalty
strokes, in which Lance also Boston, so the Black Bears
made many spectacular saves must bring their prime game to
Tuesday,
and helped her team secure the Massachusetts.
UMaine will travel to Fairfield,
2-1 victory.
Sunday's win showed that Conn. to face Sacred Heart
the Black Bears are capable of University and then return
strong performances in any sit- home for a highly anticipated
denying matchup against Northeastern
and
uation,
Providence's late game efforts University on Oct. 20.

in on one player because they
are all capable of stepping up
and having big games. There's
so much talent there," Madl
said following Sunday's game.
On the defensive end of the
field, the Black Bears are equalas talented. Junior goalkeeper Jaye Lance, who recorded 11
saves on Sunday, feels that the
defense's ability to regroup was
one of the reasons the Black
Bears were able to hold the

The Black Bears
are ranked 19th in
the latest Division I
national poll,
thanks to their best
start since 1975.

CAMPUS PHO I0• JT TI-NNFIN
University of Maine first-year midfielder Stephanie Drouin (29) battles a Providence
College player for possesion during the Black Bears' win Oct. 6.
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Cross country senior reaps rewards of hard work
By Eric Russell
Sports Editor
University of Maine cross
country runner Nolan Tobey
seems like a pretty normal, unas-

suming college student on the surface — but don't let his exterior
fool you. His insides chum with
the competitive edge of a runner
who has distanced himself from
the pack to become an elite mem-

ber of the men's cross country
team.
Last Saturday, the 21-year-old
South China native became the
first ever Black Bear runner to
place first at the Murray Keatinge

( \

11,, ) I

• HOI IY

BARBER

Senior cross country runner Nolan Tobey (right) and teammate Gerald Johnson finish up
their run during practice Tuesday. Tobey,fresh off the heels of an individual win at the
Murray Keatinge Individual, has been a top runner for the Black Bears this season.
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Invitational, an annual meet the
University of Maine has hosted
for the past 11 years.
Tobey outpaced his nearest
competitor by more than 10 seconds in the five-mile run, picking
up his second individual win of
the season. But the senior was
quick to admit that a win for his
team would have been far sweeter.
"I don't plan on winning
races," Tobey said. "If you do well
individually, it usually means the
team will do better."
Team spirit aside, it's hard to
overlook Tobey's individual
efforts this season. Added to his
individual win Saturday, Tobey
notched a first-place finish at a
triple meet at the University of
Massachusetts Sept. 14. He also
has a seventh and 10th place finish
to his credit this year.
Tobey, also a member of the
Black Bear indoor and outdoor
track teams, came to UMaine
from Erskine Academy, where he
quickly found running to be his
calling, at least from an athletics
standpoint.
"I did cross country my freshman year of high school to get in
shape for basketball," Tobey said.
"But I found out I was good at
[track] and I stuck with it. I ended
up dropping basketball eventually
to focus on running."
His affinity for cross country
has not come without some serious effort. In Tobey's first three
seasons as a Black Bear, he had
some limited success, but it pales
in comparison to his accomplishments so far this year. Tobey
attributes his success to hard work
in the off-season.
"[Coach Mark Lech] sent us a
calendar with everything marked
out for us to do," Tobey said of his
summer regimen,"but you have to
do it for yourself. It's not like he's
calling us every day. I actually
started slacking [on my workouts]
a little bit, but a buddy of mine on
the team called me up, and we got

together and ran the tough workouts."
That extra training has paid off
for Tobey, who still has his biggest
meets ahead of him this season.
This Saturday, the senior and his
teammates will be in Boston for
the New England Championships,
where some 30 teams will vie for
contention.
Tobey will be among more
than 150 competitors running in
the Massachusetts capital, but
large numbers aren't something he
worries about.
"I wouldn't say bigger races
are easier, but there are always
people around you, so you can get
lost in the race," Tobey said. "It
will be good to see where we
stand among New England
schools."
Tobey again is quick to deflect
praise away from himself and
toward his team, a group of guys
he considers a small family. Tobey
said cross country has also helped
him with his schoolwork.
"It builds structure," Tobey
said, "having to go to practice,
having to get things done. I think I
would do worse in the classroom
without that structure."
As far as running success goes,
Tobey has taken it all in stride. His
strategy when entering a meet is
simple.
"You just go as hard as you
can," Tobey said. "There's different things you can do, but it's
mostly a mental thing. You just try
to break the people you're running
with."
Though he won't admit it,
Tobey's success has been helped
in part to a mental toughness he
takes into each race. It's not surprising that his goal when he graduates is to find a coaching job, so
he can pass along his knowledge
to others. Tobey only had one stipulation.
"I want to go somewhere
south. Somewhere where it's a lot
warmer," he said.

FOOTBALL from page 20
Black Bears have different starters
at every offensive skill position
than they did during last year's
banner campaign, with the exception of quarterback and fullback.
Yet they keep on rolling as if nothing has changed.
Eaton's defensive counterpart,
senior linebacker Stephen Cooper,
leads the second-ranked defense in
the conference by example. His 62
tackles and 15 tackles for a loss are
both tops on the Black Bear team.
"The thing about Stephen has
been his development as a student
of the game. That's really been the
added bonus that we've seen from
him this year," Cosgrove said.
"He's always had great physical
skills; this year has been the fmish
of his development phase where
he really understands exactly
what's happening on the field at all
times. I don't feel like too many IAA programs have a guy like that
on their side."

The Minutemen are led offensively by junior quarterback Jeff
Krohn. Krohn, who transferred to
UMass from Arizona State

"That's about as
good a defense
that's come down
here in a couple
years. They run
hard to the ball
and they arrive
there mad."

University in January, came to the
Minutemen after leading the
Pacific-10 Conference in passing

efficiency last season.
He started nine games for the
Sun Devils in 2001, completing
115 of 213 passes for 1,942 yards
and 19 touchdowns. This season
he has thrown for 1.322 yards on
95 of 179 passing with 12 touchdowns and nine interceptions.
According to coaches, he is just
now feeling comfortable in the
UMass offense.
UMass is led defensively by
its tandem of terror, linebacker
Jeremy Cain and defensive end
Valdamar Brower. For the season,
Cain leads the team with 54 tackles, 11 tackles for loss and four
sacks.
Valdamar Brower has 22 tackles, four sacks, six tackles for loss,
two pass breakups, 11 quarterback
hurries and two blocked kicks. Last
season, Brower led the team and
the Atlantic-10 with 10 sacks for
70 yards, to go along with 57 total
tackles and 24 tackles for loss.
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Volleyball to begin
conference schedule
By Jenna Merchant
For The Maine Campus
The players have endured
long practices, late-night road
trips and discouraging defeats,
but as the University of Maine
team
volleyball
women's
approaches its first conference
matches, the team says losing is
no longer an option.
"We need to get down to
business because we're in conference.'" sophomore middle
blocker Brittany Howe said.
"This is the time to do it. This is
when it counts. This is for the
tournament. We want to win."
The UMaine vleyball
squad has se' a goal of winning
the Nmerica East Conference
championship in November, and
they want to start their league
schedule off right.
"We wan to put a good foot
forward at (Apr first conference
games. head coach Sue Medley
said We need to take advantage )f every bail we get."
The Black Bears host their
,!onference matches
firs
uver ts o! Albany
agas
and 3, agnamton University this
Friday and Sunday in Memorial
Gym nos i um.
The first match begins Friday
at 7 p.m. when UMaine faces
Albany, who has the.. :second
highest hitting percentage in the
conference. The Danes have
776 kills in 16 games on the
season with a record of 9-7,
while UMaine has 820 kills in
17 games and a record of 6-11.
Sophomore captain Carmen
Gabriel said that Albany put up
better numbers than her team in
nonconference play.
"We can't take them lightly,"
Gabrie! said. "We have to have
a solid game. When we g,c a
chance to attack we've got to
kill the ball."
Alnany lost their first conference match to Binghamton in

five nail-biting games. The
Black Bears did not face the
but
year,
last
Beare ats
Binghamion has the same
UMaine.
as
record
Binghamton s schedule in the
preseason wasn't as difficult as
UMaine's. but Howe said her
team will never underestimate
me unknown.
Until their sweep last weekend, the Black Bears were on a
five game losing streak, and
Medley thinks it may have been
a positive experience.
"Our characte hass been tested
this year, now we really believe
in each other," Medley said.
"We were kind of desperate
for a win. We played with a lot
of heart. There wasn't a ball we
didn't go for or a point we didn't fight for," first year outside
hitter Kaili Jordan said in agreement with her coach.
Jordan had 10 kills against
Sacred Heart and 17 kills
against Fairleigh Dickinson,
and also has reached doubledigit kills in her last eight
appearances. Medley acknowledges Jordan's continuous
improvement in her first season.
"She's started to become a
much more consistent performer," the coach said.
Howe hit with a .625 attack
percentage and had four blocks
to help UMaine hold Sacred
Heart to a negative .83 attack
percentage.
"I knew I could count on
her," Gabriel said of her teammate.
Howe thought that a lot of her
performance edge was menial.
"I ft:i t comfortable out
there," 11 )yth- said. "1 was much
more relit xeci."
The Black Bears said there
were many things that contributed to then w in >.
"We "topped thinking and
started playing hard." first year
middle biockel Leah Guidinger

AL.

C

said. "We stuck to the basics. If
we lost points, we gained them
back quickly."
Jordan had a slightly different opinion on the team's success.
"We started trusting each
other to do our own jobs," she
said.
Sophomore outside hitter
Lori Maloney agreed with
Jordan that teamwork con-

WANING from page 20
Bornstein and former NBA
paleskin Tom Chambers, have
filed a lawsuit against the NBA
for its lack of white players.
Justice must be swift and true.
The newly formed political

action group WFFF—Whiteys
For the Fifteen-Footer—will be
a
press
holding
conference/rally/free-throw
shooting clinic in Salt Lake
City detailing the plan to re-

introduce passing and defense
to the NBA via our country's
grand legal system. God bless
the new America where hard
work can be sidestepped by a
lawsuit or two.

M. SOCCER from page 20
remaining in the half, Mark
Richardson scored off a
Dorman pass as he volleyed the
ball past UMaine goalkeeper
Josh Sjostrom for a 2-0 lead.
"We played well in the
beginning of the game, but you
have to stick those chances,"
UMaine coach Travers Evans
said. "You can't create grade-A
opportunities and walk away
with nothing."

The Black Bears came alive
in the second half Nithtn Dow
had another breakaway that
was deflected at the last second
by the foot of a defender.
"I just have to stay concentrated and still believe," Dow
said. "It will come, I just have
to believe."
Minutes after Dow's breakaway chance, the Terriers
notched their third goal as
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University of Maine senior defensive specialist Amber Sammons prepares to pass the ball to
her setter in the Black Bears' win against Oakland University Sept. 20. UMaine opens its'
conference schedule with a pair of games this weekend.

Sjostrom played out from his
box only to have a shot lobbed
over his head.
Before the game ended,
sophomore midfielder Luke
Rivard went for a ball in midair and collided with Smith.
Rivard was on the ground for
three minutes. According to the
Black Bear coaching staff,
Rivard was taken to the hospital with a fractured collarbone.

tributed to Me weekend.
"Our team is playing a lot
better ogether now and definitely p'aying with more heart.
N iw. we just need to keep winning, :vlitloJley said.
The Bla, k Bears finished
play
nonconference
their
against
night
Wedne iJay

Boston College. The team feels
they are on the right track to
achieving their goal of a conference championship.
' We have been moving, progre -,,,ng all season, and will
continue to move forward. Now
it's just a question of inertia and
speed.'" Medley said.

SIGMA XI9
THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE CHAPTER
Presents its first annual
distinguished lecture:
THE MATHEMATICS OF VOTING
Alan Taylor is the
Marie Lousie
Bailey Professor of
Mathematics at
Union College in
Schenectady, NY
and is an alumnus
of the University of
Maine.
THURSDAY,OCTOBER 10, 2002 AT 7PM
NEVILLE HALL,ROOM 100
ON THE ORONO CAMPUS

A reception follows the talk

A

Sports
Waning
Moments
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter

• So what if Minnesota
Vikings' wide receiver Randy
Moss had a joint in his glove
compartment when he was
arrested. A lot of empty heads
(this means you Papa Joe) in
sports talk have been moist
over this since it happened. If
you think the reason that he
isn't producing on the field is
because he's high ... well, then
you're high.
Head spy puppet for owner
Mike Tice's system is based
out of the single back/double
tight end package and features
a high number of crossing patterns for Roach Clip Randy.
That means that Moss, who is
built like Lara Flynn-Boyle,
gets to go into the deep end of
the pool quite frequently.
Maybe it's not the ganja
that's making Randy paranoid
after all, maybe it's the strong
safety spying on him as he fingertips a ball between the hash
marks. Besides, our society has
been glorifying alcoholics in
sports for years. It's always
talked about with a laugh when
someone refers to the time that
Phillies clubhouse attendants
found John Kruk and Lenny
Dykstra passed out in the visitor's bullpen the morning after
a home game. Maybe Mickey
Mantle was the greatest player
of his era, but he was also completely flammable; the best
customer "Jack Daniels ByMail" ever had.
The argument is always that
he never let it affect his play.
Not his play, just his liver.
Let's have a little bit of consistency, please. I don't care if
Randy Moss is taking hookah
hits with his pucker on the
sideline and at the half, just
catch the damn ball and stop
crying, all right.
• Johnnie Cochran and a
team of lawyers had a press
conference recently, in which
they threatened legal action
against the NFL for the lack of
black head coaches. They feel
that there is a glass ceiling for
most black coaches, citing
Marvin Lewis' non-hire in
Tampa as one of many
"screaming examples of the
need for action." I'd hate to
stand in the way of true
progress on the racial equality
front so let's just leave this to
the courts, shall we.
Oh, by the way, I, along
with my legal council Joe
see WANING page 19

"I don't plan on winning races. If you do
well individually, it usually means the team
will do better." Cross country senior
Nolan Tobey. See page 18 for the story.
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Football road trip stops at UMass
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine Black Bear football
team takes to the road for the second straight
week traveling to the University of Massachusetts
this Saturday to face the Minutemen in an
Atlantic-10 Conference match-up.
The most recent Sports Network Poll has the
undefeated Black Bears ranked second in the
country behind perennial Division I-AA powerhouse University of Montana. Dating back to
last season, UMaine has been nationally ranked
for 14 consecutive weeks. The Minutemen
come in with an overall record of 3-2(1-1).
UMass is 8-2 in homecoming games over the
last 10 years. To continue their success on
Homecoming Saturday, UMass will have to
contain the Black Bears' senior stars on both
sides of the ball.
On offense, senior quarterback Jake Eaton
has been the man.
"He gives us everything we could ask for as
a player and then even more as a leader," head
coach Jack Cosgrove said of Eaton."He finds a
way. He's a winner. He's one of those guys that
had the quarterbacking abilities, the traits and
the intangibles of a quarterback in the crib. I feel
fortunate that he lines up on our side."
At this point in their undefeated season, the
see FOOTBALL page 18

CAMPUS PHOTO •JULIE ALTENHOFF
(21) breaks free for a long
Williams
Marcus
Black Bear sophomore running back
Sept. 28. The Bears
Island
gain in UMaine's win over the University of Rhode
take their 6-0 record to University of Massachusetts Saturday.

Field hockey hoisted to national rankings
By Becky Sturtevant
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
field hockey team kept its winning streak in tact last weekend
with a narrow defeat of
Providence College in a game
that resulted in penalty strokes.
Now that the team has had time
to reflect on the dramatic victory, they must prepare for a pair
of difficult games against

Cornell University and Boston One of the prime reasons for
their recovery was confidence.
University.
"It was the first thing that I
Sunday's 2-1 victory over
Providence marked the ninth noticed," Providence coach and
straight win for the Black former UMaine assistant Diane
Bears, who are off to their best Madl said. "The whole team is
start since a 14-1 start in 1975. playing with more confidence,
In a game that could have particularly Tara Bedard. She
recorded the opposite outcome, has completely stepped up her
with Providence tying the score game and it is very obvious out
with only 21.8 seconds remain- there."
Bedard leads the America
ing in the game, the Black Bears
battled their way to a victory. East in individual scoring with

an average of 2.3 points per
game and leads the Black Bears
in scoring with eight goals.
Where Bedard can be seen as
an offensive threat to opposing
coaches, Madl feels that the
entire Black Bear offense can
be seen in the same light.
"Even when you key in on
Bedard, they still have too
many weapons. You can't key
see FIELD HOCKEY page 17

Men's soccer loses 3-0
to conference rival BU
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
Black Bear senior forward Rob Dow battles for control of
the ball during the men's soccer game Wednesday afternoon.
UMaine lost 3-0 to the Terriers of Boston University,
dropping their third consecutive conference game.

For the University of Maine
men's soccer team, the number
three has not been so kind.
game
In
Wednesday's
against Boston University, the
Terriers' Andrew Dorman
scored three points, the Black
Bears lost 3-0 and also
dropped their third game in
America East Conference play
this season.
Unlike previous games,
scoring chances came early
and often for the Black Bears.
Senior Rob Dow managed a
breakaway, only to have his
shot deflected by Terrier goal-

keeper Matt Smith less than
ten minutes into the game.
Five minutes later, junior
Daniel Florez lobbed a shot
over Smith's head that went
off the crossbar. Dow quickly
pounced on the ball, but his
shot went off the fingertips of
Smith to keep the game tied at
0-0.
With less then 20 minutes
left in the first half, Dorman
scored his first goal of the
game as he received a cross
from the right side of the box
from Federico Bianchi to give
Boston University a 1-0 lead.
With less then three minutes
see M. SOCCER page 19

